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Background to ESD in South Africa
• Enterprise Supplier Development (ESD) identified as one of the key economic
drivers to assist in growing small enterprises and job creation.
• Aimed at facilitating business linkages between small and large businesses
through increased participation of SMME’s in mainstream economic activities.
• ESD has a specific legislated context through the development of the BroadBased Black Business Economic Empowerment (BBBEE) policy.
• Includes Preferential Procurement, Supplier Development and Enterprise
Development programmes. Companies may improve their BBBEE ratings by
working with suppliers on a one-on-one basis or programmatically to meet their
supply management criteria.
• ESD has contributed to shifting the dialogue of BBBEE from an ownership
discussion to one of economic empowerment through supply and value chains,
but it has not yet delivered its full economic value.

Why is ESD not working as it should in South Africa?
• Lack of participation of SMMEs attributed to various obstacles, including lack of
business skills, track record, market access, information asymmetries, lack of
applied technology and lack of access to funds/finance;
• Private sector often not well positioned to implement ESD - not their core
business - > ESD funding often failing to be accessed;
• ESD not well understood but now a priority element. Can contribute up to 40%
of a company’s B-BBEE scorecard, with companies required to spend up to 3%
of Net Profit after Tax on ESD.
ESD represents an opportunity where key role players
inc. Seda, sefa, DSBD and DALRRD can work with the
private sector and others in an ecosystem approach
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EDSE - ESD Focus Areas for 2020-2022

POLICY

AGRICULTURE

• Enabling legislation
• Preferential
Procurement (Setasides/ 30%
government
procurement)

• Compliance and
safety
• Food regulation
• Joint pilots and
workshops

ACCESS TO
FINANCE
• R300 million joint
ESD fund (EDSE &
sefa ) in process of
leveraging R300m
from the private
sector
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BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT
SUPPORT
• Case studies & pilots
• District Ecosystem
Facilitation
• Business linkage
platform
• ESD best-practice
colloquium

Building the bridge for improved SMME access to supply chains
Real-time awareness of
corporate supply chain
needs

SCREENING

Identify SMME
candidates for supply
chains at branch level

MATCHING

Support access to supply
chains – compliance and
capability

ID OF CRITERIA
& UPGRADING

Structured DSBD/Seda
partnerships with private sector

SUPPORTING
CONTRACT
PERFORMANCE

Corporate
supply
chains

ESD – Strategic questions
• What are the biggest gaps in terms of assisting SMMEs to get onto
corporate supply chain databases, and who should be filling them?
• What are the main levers to assist SMMEs to get onto corporate supply
chain databases?
• How can we maximise the benefit of EU-owned investors in terms of ESD
and related skills and technology transfer?
• Where can the SA Government and its agencies have real impact.

THANK YOU
Supporting and strengthening the Small Business Eco-system

